
Year 1/2 WEEK 6

EQUIPMENT: 
Cones / bibs / dodgeballs / hoops

DODGEBALL
Spilt into two teams (6 pupils each team) or more (depending on space). 4-6 balls in the middle of the court. 

Starting at the back of one side of the court. On the call of ‘go’ children race to get a ball. 
Teams attempt to throw the ball and get pupils on the other team out by hitting them with the ball below the neck. 

Teams continually play for the desired duration. If you are not hit, grab the ball and continue. 

FITNESS FUN 
If you get hit during the game you need to take on the set challenge. 

Challenge 1 - you must run around the outside of the court before re-joining the game. 
Challenge 2 – go to the back of the court and complete 15 cross star jumps before re-joining the game.

DEADLY DODGEBALL 
Using the ‘dead’ zone in the middle of the court have one team take it in turns individually to run from one side

of the court to another. Each they time they are successful in not getting hit they gain a point for their team.
The other teams must throw from the back of the court. 

DODGEBALL

Focus:
Cardio and Fun

Suggested work out:
Start slowly increasing  the speed to increase heart rate gradually.

Have a focus on the arms as these will be used to roll, throw
and catch today. Play the games for around 25 minutes

changing teams regularly. Try not to have children sat out for
longer than 3 minutes. If they are then have them perform an exercise
such as shadow ducking etc. Finish with a pulse lowering exercise. 
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What you need: 
Soft balls 

A minimum of two teams of 4 – 6 players on each team 
A whistle and referee 

How to play: 
Start with a court and place balls in the ‘dead zone’
Teams start at the back of their half of the court 

When a whilst is blown (select a small number of players to collect the balls) players can run to collect the balls 
Once you have a ball you can throw it at an opponent 

Our suggestion is hips and below to be out to encourage lower throws  

How to win: 
By hitting the opposing team so they are all eliminated 

You have more players than the opposing team after the time limited has elapsed 

Getting out (you don’t have to use them all to begin with) 
-You are out of the game when a thrown ball hits you directly.
 It can not bounce or come off someone else. It must be a direct hit. 
-You are out if you throw the ball and someone catches it without
 bouncing 
-When you place a foot into the deadzone, you can have arms
 and hands to collect the balls but no feet 
-When you touch or step over the court markings (may not work
 if you area is open and you need to retrieve the balls)
-Arguing with the official 

Others 
-If you are out you wait in your team area 
-If one of your team catch a ball from an opposition
 thrower then not only are they out but one of your
 team members can return 
-If you are hold a ball you can block a throw with
 this ball
-Referees can include a 5 second ball hold rule to
 prevent the teams from slowing down play. If you
 hold on to the ball for longer you are out. 

Tactics 
Create space in your area by not standing together 

Throw together as a team to eliminate one person / target 
Distance from the opposition will give you more time to move 


